• Economic Development is essential to keep municipalities, and Alberta as a whole, viable and successful.
• It’s therefore no surprise that our two growth management boards in the Capital and Calgary regions have been
asked to include economic development in their regional work.
• All orders of government must work together in order to support our economic recovery so Alberta can remain
a great place to live, work, and raise a family.
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• AUMA has been a keen supporter in helping municipalities advance their economic development.
• We were pleased to launch a hub of resources last year on how attract business and investment, support
entrepreneurs, advance tourism, accelerate economic recovery, and write grant proposals.
• This hub is available on our website or your economic development officers, council and administration to use.
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• We also profile economic development grants that are available from federal and provincial governments.
• Here’s a recent example – the provincial Community and Regional Economic Support program that provides over
$26 million to help municipalities, non‐profits, and Indigenous communities.
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• Knowing that broadband connectivity has been a real barrier to economic development for small communities
in particular, we also developed a recent communique for our members on Developing Broadband Solutions for
your Community.
• If you missed it, it is also available on our website.
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• Another key initiative is our advocacy to the province on the need to support communities impacted by the shut
down of coal fired plants.
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• We are pleased that the Minister of Economic Development and Trade, the Honourable Deron Bilous, is here
today to talk about these and other matters relating to economic development.
• Minister Bilous is the representative for Edmonton‐Beverly‐Clareview and was appointed the Minister of
Economic Trade and Development in October 2015 after serving as Minister of Municipal Affairs.
• His interest in municipal sustainability was evident when, as an MLA several years ago, he took initiative to
attend our President’s Summit on the MGA.
• He participated in the province’s Policy Committee on Municipal Governance which provided guidance on the
MGA review and is now Chair of the Economic Development Policy Committee.
• Minister Bilous, we appreciate you coming to speak with us today.
• The Minister will provide some perspectives on the work that his ministry is doing to support our communities
and then we will take some questions.
• Thank you Minister for taking the time to meet with us today.
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